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ABSTRACT 
Composition algebras over the ring k[t, Jm] are enumerated. and partly classified, where k is a 
field of characteristic not two and a, b E k” such that < 1, --a. -b >k is anisotropic. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years composition algebras over rings have been investigated in sev- 
eral articles. Some general properties were established by McCrimmon [Ml, 
Petersson [P] and Knus, Parimala and Sridharan [KPS]. 
More detailed results were obtained considering special classes of rings. For 
instance, the composition algebras with zero divisors over principal ideal do- 
mains are well-known (cf. [PI, 3.6). The proof goes back to van der Blij and 
Springer [BS]. Petersson classified the composition algebras over the poly- 
nomial ring of a field in one variable, given the classification of the composition 
algebras over the base field ([PI, 6.8) and Knus, Parimala and Sridharan con- 
structed examples of octonion algebras over polynomial rings in 2 variables 
over fields of characteristic not two which are not defined over the base field 
([KPS], Section 7). In [Pu2] composition algebras over a ring of f-fractions 
R := { (g( t)/f(t)j) E k(t) 1 J > 0,g E k[t] with deg g 5 2j) were partly classi- 
fied for a manic, irreducible polynomial f(t) E k[t] of degree two, and k a field 
of characteristic not two, using results about composition algebras over rings 
of genus zero from [Pull. 
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In this paper we partly classify composition algebras over the principal ideal 
domain R := k[t, ,/-I which satisfies Spec R = X’ - {PO} with X’ the 
nonrational curve associated to the quaternion division algebra (~,b)~, and 
with a suitable closed point PO E X’ of degree two. The field k is assumed to 
have characteristic not two. 
The basic facts and terminology needed are summarized in Section 1. In 
Section 2 all composition algebras over R of rank < 8 are constructed. In Sec- 
tion 3 it is proved that Pic,( (c, d)k @ R) is trivial for any quaternion division 
algebra (c,d)k not containing a splitting field of (a,b),, and that every Cay- 
ley-Dickson doubling of a quaternion division algebra (c, d)k @ R with 
(c, d)k N (a, -)k yields an octonion algebra defined over k (Corollary 3.4 and 
Proposition 3.5). This leads to the characterization of non-split octonion alge- 
bras over R (Corollary 3.9) using both a result from [Pull and some algebraic 
geometry (Theorem 3.1 and 3.2). The last section presents some classification 
results. Throughout the paper the theory of lattices over R = k[t, d-1 by 
Pfister [Pfl is used frequently. 
The main results of this article appeared in the author’s doctoral thesis [PUN]. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let R be a commutative associative ring with a unit element. An R-module 
A4 is said to have full support if Mp # 0 for all P E Spec R. In this paper the 
term ‘R-algebra’ refers to unital nonassociative algebras, which are finitely 
generated and projective of rank > 0 as R-modules. An R-algebra C is called 
quadratic in case there exists a quadratic form N : C + R such that N(lc) = 1 
andu’-N(l~,u)u+N(u)l~=Oforallu~C.Here,N:CxC~R,n(u,w):= 
N(u + U) - N(u) - N(v) is the symmetric bilinear form associated to N. The 
quadratic form N is uniquely determined and called the norm of C. An R-alge- 
bra is called alternative if its associator [u, U, W] = (W)W - U(W) is alternating. 
An R-algebra C is called a composition algebra if it has full support and admits 
a quadratic form N : C + R satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) Its induced symmetric bilinear form N : C x C + R is nondegenerate, 
i.e. it determines an R-module isomorphism C % C = HomR( C, R). 
(ii) N permits composition, i.e., N(W) = N(u)N(v) for all U, v E C. 
Composition algebras over rings are quadratic alternative algebras. In partic- 
ular, the quadratic form Non C satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above agrees 
with the norm of the quadratic algebra C and therefore is uniquely determined. 
N is called the norm of the composition algebra C, and is sometimes denoted by 
NC. The map * : C -+ C, u * := Nc( 1 C, U) 1 c - U, which is an algebra involution, 
is called the canonical involution on C. (For this and the following facts cf. [PI.). 
Composition algebras over rings only exist in ranks 1, 2,4 or 8. A composi- 
tion algebra of rank 2 (resp. 4, 8) is called a quadratic etale algebra (resp. qua- 
ternion algebra, octonion algebra). 
Composition algebras are invariant under base change. 
R @ R together with the (hyperbolic) norm N((x, 4’)) = _YJJ is a quadratic etale 
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algebra. A composition algebra over R is called split if it contains a composi- 
tion subalgebra isomorphic to R ~3 R. Moreover, two composition algebras of 
rank < 8 are isomorphic if and only if they have isometric norms (Knus [K], V. 
(2.2.3 and 4.3.2)). It is not known whether this is also true for octonion algebras. 
1.2. For the convenience of the reader we recall the generalized Cayley- 
Dickson doubling process by Petersson ([Pl], 2.4,2.5) for composition algebras 
over rings which will repeatedly be used in this paper. 
Let D be a composition algebra of rank 5 4 over R, and let Pic,D denote the 
pointed set of isomorphism classes of projective right D-modules of rank one. 
Furthermore, let X = Spec R and view the group of units Dx of D as a group 
scheme. Then Pic,D = fi’(X, D”) as pointed sets in the sense of non- 
commutative Tech-cohomology ([Mi], 111.4.6). The homomorphism 
ND:DX~G,, canonically induces a homomorphism of pointed sets 
NO : Pic,D -+ Pit R. Given a projective right D-module P of rank one, it is said 
to have norm one if ND(P) s R. In case P has norm one, there exists a non- 
degenerate quadratic form N : P + R satisfying N(w U) = N(w)ND(u) for 
II’ E P, u E D, where denotes the right D-module structure of P. N is uniquely 
determined up to a factor p E RX and called a norm on P. Furthermore, N de- 
termines a unique R-bilinear map P x P --f D written multiplicatively and sat- 
isfying (~1. ~)(rt’ . U) = N(w)v*u for \(I E P, u, u E D. Now the R-module 
Cay(D, P, N) := D CE P 
becomes a composition algebra under the multiplication 
(U, U’)(U’, u”) = (uz4’ + ww’, M” 24 + 1% . u’*) 
with norm NCay(o.p,NJ = NO @ (-N). 
Conversely, given a composition algebra C with rank C = 2.rank D con- 
taining D as a subalgebra, there are P, N as a above such that C = 
Cay(D, P, N). 
Considering the free right D-module D E Pic,D itself, D has norm one 
and any norm on D is similar to N D. It turns out that in this case we get the 
classical Cayley-Dickson doubling Cay(D, II) := Cay(D, D, ,uND) (cf. for 
instance [PI, 2.1, 2.2) due to Albert [A]. We also use the abbreviation 
Cay(D, ~1, ‘I) := Cay(Cay(D, CL), 7) f or rank D<22, and p,q~R~. If R is a 
principal ideal domain, any P E Pic,D has norm one. 
1.3. From now on let k be a field of characteristic not two, and X’ a nonrational 
curve of genus zero over k with structure sheaf 0x1 (i.e., a geometrically in- 
tegral, complete, smooth, one-dimensional scheme of finite type over k of genus 
zero which is not isomorphic to the projective line PL). Let (a,b), denote the 
quaternion division algebra associated with X’, cp its norm, and K := &(A?) = 
k( t, dm) = k( t, y) with t an indeterminate and y := dm, the function 
field of X’. The base field k is algebraically closed in K. For P E X’, c?p?x~ is the 
local ring of 0x1 at P, mp its maximal ideal, K(P) := Op,x~/mp the correspond- 
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ing residue class field, and deg P := [K(P) : k] the degree of P. Unless men- 
tioned otherwise, from now on only closed points in X’ are considered. 
The isomorphism Z s Pit X’ is given by m H L(mPo) with C(mPo) the in- 
vertible sheaf corresponding with the divisor mPo, for a point PO E X’ of degree 
two. 
An Ox,-1attice.T in a K-vector space Vis a locally free Ox/-submodule of the 
constant sheaf 1 of Vover X’ of rank IZ = dimk V. 
Proposition 1.4. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field Quot(R) = 
K(X’) = K andk c R. For two composition algebras CO and Cl over k of rank r the 
following holds. 
(i) r=2:Co@R”C1@RifandonlyifCo~C~. 
(ii) r = 4 : CO @ R E Cl 8 R implies that CO und Cl contain a quadratic$eld 
extension of k which is a splitting$eld of (a, b)k, or that CO 2 Cl. 
In particular, if CO does not contain a splitting field of (a, b)k, then CO @ 
R g Cl @ R ifand OFI@ if CO N Cl. 
(iii) r = 8 : Co @ R ” Cl 3 R implies that CO @ k’ 2 Cl @I k’ for all splitting 
jields k’ of (a, b),. 
Proof. (i) is a trivial calculation. 
(ii) Consider two quaternion algebras Co and Ct over k with CO 8 
R”CI@R,~~~~(C~@K)@K(CI@K) N 1 in the Brauer group Br(K). Since 
(a, b), is the only non-trivial element of B(k) splitting in B(K) it follows that 
CO ~9 CL @ (a. b), N 1, or that CO @ Cl N 1 in Br(k). So there exists a splitting 
field k(J;;) of (a, b), satisfying k(J;) c CO and k(&) c Cl (Scharlau [S], 
2.13.6), or CO 2 Ct. 
(iii) Suppose that there is a splitting field k’ of (a, b)k such that CO 8 
k’ $ Cl 6 k’. Since K G$ k’ E K(s) for some variable s this implies CO &. 
k’(s) $ Cl @k k’(s) and thus CO o K $ Cl @K, that is Co o R $f? Cl 63 R. 0 
1.5. Henceforward, let R := k[t, d-1 = k[t] . 1 + k[t] .,v. R is a quadratic 
extension of k[t] and Quot(R) = k(t, dm). R is a prinicipal ideal domain 
(cf. [Pfl, Proposition I) with the group of units RX = k”. 
Note that the valuation ‘21, : k(t) + Z U {co}, u, ((g/h)) = deg h - deg g 
belonging to 00 E PL has a unique extension to a valuation VP,, : K + Z U {m}, 
wpO(f +gy) = -$ If’ - (at’ + b)g21 belonging to a point PO E X’ which is also 
denoted by PO := 00, and which satisfies K(Po) = k(4) ([Pfl). Moreover, it can 
be verified that removing PO from the curve X’ yields the affine scheme 
Spec R = X’ - {PO}. 
We choose n% = l/t to be the uniformizing element of PO = cc E X’ and let 
d 2.x : WK)(K(CQ)) d enote the second residue map. 
Every norm of a composition algebra over R can be viewed as a unimodular 
R-lattice in the sense of Pfister [Pfl. 
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2. QUADRATIC ETALE AND QUATERNION ALGEBRAS 
Since R = k[t, J-1 is a principal ideal domain, every composition algebra 
with zero divisors splits and is isomorphic to R @ R, or to MatzR (the 2-by-2 
matrices over R) or to Zorn’s algebra of vector matrices Zor R = Zor k @ R. 
Regarding composition algebras without zero divisors the following is known. 
Proposition 2.1. ([Pull, 2.7, 2.8). Let C be a composition algebra without zero 
divisors over R. 
(a) The following are equivalent. 
(i) C is defined over k. 
(ii) C @R K is de$ned over k. 
(iii) C is unramtjied at PO. 
(b) C is not defined over k if and only if C @R K ramifies exactly at PO. 
For the definition of ramified as well as unramified composition algebras over 
K the reader is referred to [PI, Section 6. 
Theorem 2.2. ([Pull, 3.10). Let C be a composition algebra without zero divisors 
over R of rank r 2 2. If C is not defined over k. then it can be realized by u gen- 
eralized Cayley-Dickson doubling of a composition algebra defined over k. The 
latter is uniquely~ determined up to isomorphism. 
Obviously, every classical Cayley-Dickson doubling of a composition algebra 
defined over k yields an algebra also defined over k. Thus the above theorem 
implies that C g Cay (DO I&. R, P, N) for any non-split composition algebra C 
not defined over k of rank r 1 2, where P E Pic,(Do @ R) is a non-trivial ele- 
mentandN:P-+RanormonP. 
Unless stated otherwise we will choose k as well as a, b E k” in such a way 
that there exist orthogonally indecomposable binary unimodular R-lattices 
(cf. [Pfl). In particular, this implies the existence of splitting fields k(J;) of 
(a. b), not isomorphic to k(J;;). If the choice of k and a, b E k” does not permit 
such lattices over R (e.g. k = R, a = b = 1) it will become obvious from the 
next results that every composition algebra over R = k[t, dm] is already 
defined over k. 
Using results from Kneser [Kn] (cf. also [K]) we can now easily prove the 
next two propositions. 
Proposition 2.3. Every quadratic etale algebra over R is defined over k. 
For the definition of L(Q) the reader is referred to [Pfl. 
Proposition 2.4. Every quaternion algebra over R which is not defined over k is 
isomorphic to 
Cay (k(h) @x R L, L(a)) 
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where k(G) is a quadratic splitting field of (a, b)k not isomorphic to k(G), 
Ic E Pic(k(fi) @R) th e non-trivial element, and L(o) = (( $ f)) an orthogonally 
indecomposable binary R-lattice with det L(a) = -c. 
Proof. Let L(o) be an orthogonally indecomposable binary unimodular R-lat- 
tice with det L(Q) = -c $ a(kxZ) as defined in [Pfl. This implies that k(J;;) is a 
splitting field of (a, b)k. The Clifford algebra C = C’s $ Ci of L(a) = (R’, ((F f ))) 
is a quaternion algebra with Co c k(J;;) @ R quadratic etale, and with norm 
NC G (1, -c)l - L(o). The multiplication of C induces a right Co-module 
structure on R2, which turns R’ into an element of Pic(k( &) @ R) with norm 
L(a). Denote this non-trivial element by Zc If there is no danger of confusion 
we will abbreviate Ic = I. 
In particular, every binary unimodular R-lattice L(o) with det L(o) = -c 
corresponds with the norm on an element of Pit (k(G) 6 R), and two ortho- 
gonally indecomposable R-lattices with the same determinant are similar. This 
proves the first assumption, since for any c E k” such that k(J;;) is a splitting 
field of (a, b)k not isomorphic to k(G), there is an orthogonally in- 
decomposable L(Q) with det L(Q) = --c. 0 
In particular Pic(k( J1;) 8 R) is trivial if k( J) c is not a splitting field of (a, b)k, 
or if k( J;;) 2 k( fi), otherwise Ic is the only non-trivial element. 
3. OCTONION ALGEBRAS 
Recall the following from [Pull, Section 3 and 1.10: Let C be a composition al- 
gebra over R, C’ := C @R K, then an c? ,I-lattice C’ is called a maximal 
Ox,-order in C’ if C’ is an (3x!-subalgebra of the constant sheaf C’ of C’ over X’ 
such that Ci is a maximal Op,xr-order in C’ for all P E A”. Choose a maximal 
Ox,-order C’ in C’ satisfying C’l, = C with X = Spec R. The functor N from 
algebraic geometry ([HI, p. 110) yields an equivalence between the category of 
composition algebras over R and the category of composition algebras over 
X = Spec R, the respective affine scheme ([PI, 1.9). 
Moreover, for the nonrational curve X’ there exists an indecomposable lo- 
cally free Ox!-module & of rank two which is unique up to multiplication with a 
unique invertible sheaf. Endxl(E) is the quaternion division algebra associated 
with A”. 
Let Eo be the standard model of such an Ux+module as given in ([PI. 4.3 or 
[Tl, 5.4). 
Theorem 3.1. Let C be an octonion algebra without zero divisors over R which is 
not dejined over k. Then 
C’ E o;, El (C(-PO) @ C(-PO)) @IS-J 
as an Ox!-module. 
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Proof. Since C is not defined over k the proof of [Pull, Proposition 3.3 (i) to- 
gether with [Pull, Corollary 3.4 shows that 4 2 hO(X’,C’) 2 y (C’) = 4, imply- 
ing hi (X’, C’) = 0 and h”(X’, C’) = 4 = x (C’) for the Euler characteristic x (C’). 
Now let k’/k be a field extension such that X’ xk k’ E Pl, =: Y, and let 
p : X’ xk k’ + X’ be the projection morphism of the fibred product. Then 
h’(X’ xk k’,p*C’) = h’(X’,C’) f or i = 0,l ([HI, 111.9.4) and hO(Y,p*C’) = 
4, h’ ( Y ,p*C’) = 0. 
Moreover, C’ contains a composition subalgebra of rank 4 defined over k by 
[Pull. Proposition 3.3(i) which leaves the following possibilities for its 
0x,-module structure. 
Case 1. C’ splits into the direct sum of invertible Ox+modules. Then C’ 2 
Oi, @ x4=, C(m$o) for mi E Z and p*C’ % 0; @ X4= I Oy(2mi). Since 
hi ( Y,p*C’) = 0, h”( Y,p*C’) = 4 it follows that 2nri = - 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2. Assume C’ E O$, @ ,C(miPo) gi C(m2Po) @ (L(m3Po) @ Eo) with mi E Z. 
thenp*C’ z 0; @ 0y(2ml) ~4 C?r(2mz) 8 C3y(2mj + 1)‘. This implies 2mi = -1 
for i = 0, 1, a contradiction. 
Case 3. Assume C’ 2 Oi, $ x3= 1 L(miPo) 8 tT0 with mi E Z, thenp*C’ g 0; $ 
Cf= 1 Oy(2mi + 1)2 ’ implying WZi = - 1 for all i. q 
Theorem 3.2. Let Do be a quaternion algebra over k which does not contain a 
splitting$eld of (a, b)k. Then every Cuyley-Dickson doubling of Do @ R is defined 
over k. 
Proof. Let C := Cay(Do @ R, P, N) be an arbitrary Cayley-Dickson doubling 
of DO 8 R. Assume C is not defined over k, and let C’ be a maximal C3x+order in 
C’, C’ := C @ K, with C’( X = c;. Since C is not defined over k, C is not split and 
C’ ramifies exactly at PO (Proposition 2.1). Thus c’pO := C’ @ &,, where &, is 
the completion of K under the discrete valuation corresponding with PO E X’, 
is a ramified composition division algebra with a unique maximal order, the 
valuation ring R(ep,,) of e’p, (cf. [PI, 6.2). and CL” is the maximal Op,,,yf-order 
R(?p,,) n C’. Therefore C’ is uniquely determined and C’ g DO @ c?xt-L 
(.C(-PO) @Q-PO)) @ EO as an 0 x+module (Theorem 3.2 and [Pull, 3.8). De- 
fine 2)’ := DO @ OX,, then P’ := (L(-PO) $ C(-PO)) @ &o is a right W-module 
via P’ x 23’ -+ P’, w. u := uw. the multiplication in the quadratic alternative 
0x!-algebra C’ : P; is a right DD;-module for the generic point < E X’ via the 
multiplication in C; 2 C’. Moreover, the trace Tof C’ (cf. for instance [PI, 1.3) 
satisfies T(w, w) = T(vu, w) = 0 for w E H”( U, P’), u, w E H”( U, D’) and any 
open set U c X’, which implies w u = UM’ E H”( U, P’). Due to H”( U, P’) c 
Pi and H”( U, D’) c VD; the above map thus induces a right 27’-module struc- 
ture on P’. 
Let g : X’ -+ Spec k be the structure morphism of X’, then V’ ” o*Do. 
The right Z)‘-module structure of P’ induces an OXj-algebra morphism 
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o*Dl’ -+ Endxt(?‘). Since a,lndxl(P’) = a,lnd,~((L(-PO) @ C(-PO)) @ Es) % 
n* Matz(lndx/(E)) E Matz((a, b),), this Ox,-algebra morphism induces a 
k-algebra homomorphism f : D:’ 4 Matz((a,b)k) (cf. [HI, p. 110) which is 
injective, because DO ?! Dip and Mat*((a, !J)~.) are central simple algebras. 
Therefore DO may be considered as a central simple subalgebra of 
Matl((a, b),) =: A implying that the centralizer ZA(DO) of Do in A is a central 
simple algebra with Z, (DO) @k DO E A ([S], 8.4.5). Obviously, dimk ZA (Do) = 4 
and ZA (DO) is a quaternion algebra over k. 
Moreover, Z,J (DO) 0 DO 6 (a, b)k N 1 in the Brauer group Br(k). It follows that 
there is a L’ E k” satisfying ZA(DO) N (c,_ )x3 and (a, b)k % (c,- )k by @I, 2.13.6.1 
So Do contains a splitting field k( 4) of (a, b)k which contradicts the assump- 
tion. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Let P E Pic,(Do @k R) u?th DO := (c, d), $’ (a, b)k a quaternion 
division algebra, and consider the octonion algebra Cay(Do @ R, P, N). For the 
norm N : P ---f R on Pane of thefollowing holds. 
(i) N g p << -nr? --II BR for m,n E k” ,iith (m,n)K N (~,d)~ and,u E k”. 
(ii) N is not defined over k. Then N 2 L(yl) 6 L(y?)for two orthogonally in- 
decomposable binary R-lattices L(yl), L(y2) with -det L(yl) = el, -det L(y2) = 
e2 $ a(kx2) which satisjj, el z e2(kx1) and(c, d)K g (-el, y~yl)~. 
Proof. By 1.7 the following possibilities arise for N : P --+ R viewed as an 
R-lattice. 
(1) N is defined over k. 
Since N is uniquely determined up to a scalar in RX = k”, we may assume 
N E < 1, -m, -n, -I >R for m, n, I E kX. Then g--c, -d >R @(-N) is the (iso- 
tropic) norm of an octonion algebra over R implying K-c, -d >>R B 
<-l,m,n. 1 >R SK-l. -1, -1 >>R. It follows that -1 3 mn(KX’) and there- 
fore -I I mn(k”‘) since k is algebraically closed in K. Moreover, 
Cay(K, c. d, -1) N Zor K yields < -c, -d >K 2 << -m, -n >>K and thus 
(c, d)K % (m, n)K. 
(2) N is not defined over k. 
If N = <m. n >R $ L(y) for m, n E k” and an orthogonally indecomposable 
R-lattice L(y) with -det L(yl) = e f a(kx2) we may assume that m = 1. Then 
(<--c, -d >>R 8, (-N) is the (isotropic) norm of an octonion algebra over R and 
thus defined over k. This implies 0 = &,, (< -c, -d >R @ < -1, -n >R @ 
L( -y)) = &,,,(L(-y)) by [Pfl, a contradiction to the fact that L(y) and there- 
fore L( -7) is indecomposable. 
If N = L(yi) 3 L(y2) for two orthogonally indecomposable R-lattices L(yl), 
L(_r?) with -det L(yl) = el, -det L(yz) = ez f a(k”‘), the quadratic form 
K-c, -d>R @ L(-yl ) @ L( -72) is the norm of an octonion algebra over R. 
Since (g-c, -d>R CE L(-71) @ L(-Yl)), s’<<-c. -d>>K 63 <-Yl,yle>K @ 
< -72. yze; >K is the norm of an octonion algebra over K, it follows that et = 
ez(KX’), that is ei z ez(k”‘). Furthermore, this octonion algebra obviously is 
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isomorphic to Cay (K, c,d,z) for some z E K” implying < -c, -d >>K B(-z) 
< -c, -d >K 2 << -c, -d >>K $ < --?I, ylel >K @ < -72, y2e2 >K and thus 
(-Z) <<-c, -d >>K 2 (-71) < 1, -ei, yry2, -Yiyzez >K. It follows that ~71 E 
K” is represented by the anisotropic Pfister form < -c, -d z+~, therefore ~71 
also is a similarity factor of this form and < -c, -d >>K 2 GZ -el, yIy2 By. 0 
Corollary 3.4. (a) An octonion algebra over R is dejined over k if and only if its 
norm is dejined over k. 
M W((c,d), @ R) = {(~,d)~ @R} f or any quaternion division algebra 
(c. d)k which does not contain a splittingJield of (a, b)k. 
Proof. (a) The condition is clearly necessary. 
Conversely, consider an octonion algebra C whose norm is defined over 
k. We may assume that C has no zero divisors. C can be realized as the 
Cayley-Dickson doubling of a quaternion algebra (c, d)k @ R by Theorem 2.2, 
and its anisotropic norm satisfies NC Z < -c, -d >>R @3(-p) << -m, -n >R 
for m,n E k” with (~,d)~ E ( m, n)K by Proposition 3.3. Therefore C 8 K E 
Cay( K, c, A, p) 2 Cay(k, c, d, p) @k K is defined over k and so is C (Proposi- 
tion 2.1). 
(b) Consider an arbitrary Cayley-Dickson doubling C := Cay((c,d), @ 
R, P, N) of (c, d)k @ R. By Theorem 3.2 the algebra C is defined over k, there- 
fore its norm is NC Z < -c, -d >>R g, (-N) with N % p<< -m, -n >R for 
p, m, n E k” such that (c, d)K E (m, n)K by Proposition 3.3. 
Since (~,d)~ does not contain a splitting field of (a, b), it follows that 
(c? d)k E (m, r~)~ (cf. Proposition 1.4 (ii)), that is N E p Ncc.d),wR. This is equiva- 
lent to P Y (c, d)k @ R in Pic,((c, d)k @ R) by ([K], 111.(7.3.3)). Cl 
It remains to investigate the Cayley-Dickson doublings of quaternion division 
algebras De i& R where DO contains a splitting field of (a, b)k. 
Proposition 3.5. Let DO be a quaternion division algebra which has k(G) as a 
splitting field. Then every Cayley-Dickson doubling of Do @ R is de$ned over k. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary Cayley-Dickson doubling C := Cay(Do @ R, P, N) of 
Do @ R. We may assume that C is not split. Suppose now that ep, := C @R &,, 
does not have zero divisors, where &, denotes the completion ofwith respect 
to the valuation ‘u po, a& consider the residue class algebra cpO of (?p,, over 
the residue class field &, . 
^ 
Since DO @ I&, G DO @k k(G) g Matz(k(,/Z)) and Do Q, KpO Z Do @k j?pO C 
^ 
C,,, the residue class algebra splits and is not a division algebra, a contra- 
diction (cf. [P2]). Thus (?pO E (C @R K) @K I&,, splits and C @R K iS unramified 
at PO. By Proposition 2.1 this implies that C is defined over k. Cl 
Proposition 3.6. Let k(,/E) be a splittingfield of (a, b)k not isomorphic to k(&), 
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and D := Cay(k(& 8 R, Z,, L(Q)) a quaternion algebra not defined over k. For 
d E kX thefollowing are equivalent. 
(i) Cay(D, d) is not defined over k. 
(ii) < -c, -d >>k(&) is anisotropic. 
(iii) (c, d)k is a division algebra which does not contain a subjield isomorphic to 
k(G). 
Proof. C := Cay(D, d) is not defined over k if and only if Nc = < 1, -c >R @ 
L(-a) ES (-d) < 1, -c >R $ L(da) is not defined over k by Corollary 3.4 (a). 
This is equivalent to 0 # &<,(Nc) = &.,(L(-0) @ L(da)) = (-x1 - ~~$5) 
< 1, -c >,q\/;;) Bd(xl + .X2&) < 1, --C >k(d/;i for & = _YO + X1 t $ X~Y, Xi E k” 
with (xl, x2) # (0,O) by [Pfl. So &,,(Nc) # 0 if and only if << -c, -d >>k(&/ij) is 
anisotropic, which is in turn equivalent o (iii) (cf. [S], 2.511). q 
Theorem 3.7. In the situation of Proposition 3.6 with d E k” such that (c, d),,&,, 
is a division algebra, it follows that Cay(D, d) E Cay( (c, d)k @ R, P, N). More- 
over, 
(i) P E %((c, d), @ R) is a non-trivial element with P = Z, $ Z,. The right 
(c. d)k 8 R-module structure of P is given by 
(wI,w~)(uI,u~)=(w, .UI -dwz.u;, w2.u;-wl .I+) 
for WI, w2 E Z,, ~1, u2 E k( J;) @ R =: T. Here (~1, ~2) E T $ T is canonically 
viewed as an element of (c, d)K @ R = Cay( T, d). 
(ii) N : P -+ R, N 2 L(Q) $ L( -do) is a norm on P. 
Proof. According to the assumption C := Cay(D, d) is not defined over 
k (Proposition 3.6). Define T := k(fi) 8 R, Z := Z,. then C = DID = 
Tl_ZIT_LZhasnormNc=< l,-c>R@L(--a)@<-d,cd>R$L(dcx).A 
straightforward calculation shows that DI := T IO I T l_ 0 s T @ T is a com- 
position subalgebra of C canonically isomorphic to the quaternion algebra 
(c, d), 8 R. It follows that C = Cay( (c, d), @ R, P, N) for a non-trivial P E 
piCl.((c, d), 6 R) with P=D,‘=O_LZIOIZ~Z63Zas an R-module. More- 
over, the R-quadratic form N = - Ncl, = 0 I L(a) IO I L( -da) % L(a) $ 
L(-da) is a norm on P. A straightforward calculation shows that the right 
D,-module structure of P is given by (WI, WZ)(UI ~ ~2) = (~‘1 . zq - dw2 . u;, 
M’z . 24; - ~v1.U2)for)v,,w2EZ,U1,u?ET. iJ 
We write Qcc,d) for the above non-trivial element. If there is no confusion pos- 
sible, we abbreviate Q(c,dj = Q. 
Theorem 3.8. Let DO be a quaternion division algebra over k not isomorphic 
to (a, b)k. There exists at most one element P E Pic,(Do @ R) such that 
Cay(Do 8 R, P, N) is not defined over k for a suitable norm Non P. 
Proof. Let PI, P2 E Pic,(Do 8 R) such that the octonion algebras Cl := 
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Cay(De @ R, pr, N,) and Cl := Cay(& @ R, P2, A$) are not defined over k, for 
suitable norms N,, respectively N2. Extend cl to the uniquely determined 
maximal Ox,-order Cl in Ct @ K with CilX = cl and likewise, 62 to the 
uniquely determined maximal Ox+order Ci in C2 @ K with C;lX = 62. Then 
Cl g Cl z Do @ Ox, I (C( -PO) $ C( -PO)) @I Eo as Ox!-modules (see Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2). Define V’ := DO @ 0x1 then P’ := (C(-PO) fB L(-PO)) @I&O is a 
right V’-module both via .I : P’ x 2)’ 4 P’, (w, u) I--+ w .I u := uw, the multi- 
plication in Ci, and via ‘2 : P’ x V’ + P’, (w, u) I-+ w ‘2 u := uw, the multi- 
plication in C; (cf. Theorem 3.2). The V’-module structure ‘1 induces an OX!- 
algebra morphism f : D’Op ---t Endxt (P’), u - (w ++ MI ‘1 u) and analogously, the 
map ‘2 an Ox!-algebra morphism g : V’OJ’ + Endxr (P’), u H (w H M’ ‘2 u). 
Let a : X’ + Spec k again denote the structure morphism of X’. Then 
V’“J’ ” o-*Vip_ Moreover, &ndxf(P’) = &nd~~((C(-PO) $ L(-PO) @ Eo) S CT* 
Matl((a, b)k), so f ,g : cr*Di’ -+ a*Matz((a, b)k). 
Since Vlp and Matz((a, b)k) are finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, 
Hornk(DD,OP, Mab((a, b),)) can be identified with Hornxf(a*V,PP, Matz((a, b)k)). 
This is a straightforward calculation involving the fact that for a finite- 
dimensional k-vector space V, the map pv : V * CT*CT* V is an isomorphism. 
The identification then is possible, because ,OW of = OVOID o ply for every 
homomorphismf E Homk( V, W) with Vand Wk-vector spaces. 
Therefore f and g can be viewed as k-algebra homomorphisms f, g : DO + 
MatI((u, b)k), since also Dip g Do. By the theorem of Skolem and Noether 
([S], 8.4.2) there exists a @ E Aut(Mat?((u,b)k))r @p(x) = z.-‘XU with u E 
Matz((u,6),)” suchthatf‘= @ og. AgainwemayidentifyAutk(Matz((u, b)k)) = 
AutxJ(a* Matz((a,b)k)) = Autxt(EndxJ(P’)), then G(h) = q!-’ 0 ho T,!I for 11, := 
u*u E Autx/P’ and 
f(u) = 111-l O g(u) O II, 
w ti o.f(u) = g(u) O G 
- Q(f(u)(ul)) = g(u)(+(w)) 
- $(,Y ‘, U) = $(w) ‘2 U, 
for all u in V’ and w in P’. This implies that 1c, : (P’, .I) 2i (P’, .2) is an iso- 
morphism of right V’-modules and that $1, : PI -2i & is an isomorphism of 
right DO CXJ OX-modules. q 
Corollary 3.9. Every octonion algebra over R not defined over k is isomorphic to 
Cay((c, d)k @ R, Q, L(a) CD -Cda)), 
for a division algebra (c, d)l, which contains a splittingfield k(G) of (a, b)k, but 
not k( ,/a). Here L(a) is orthogonally indecomposable with det L(a) = -c. 
It can also be realized as the classical Cuyley-Dickson doubling Cay(D, d) of a 
yuuternion algeru D := Cay(k(Jd) @ R, I, L(a)) not defined over k. In this cuse 
d E k’ is an element such that (c, d)k is a division algebra not containing k(4). 
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Proof. Every octonion algebra C over R not defined over k is the Cayley- 
Dickson doubling of a quaternion algebra (c, d)k @I R defined over k (Theorem 
2.2). Since the classical Cayley-Dickson doublings of these quaternion algebras 
are defined over k, and Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.5 imply that (c, d)k has 
to contain a splitting field of (a, b)k, but not k( &i), the algebra Cmust be a non- 
trivial Cayley-Dickson doubling of such an algebra (c, d)k @ R. Theorems 3.7 
and 3.8 then prove the assertion. 0 
4. SOME CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Consider the Cayley-Dickson doublings of two composition algebras Do @k R, 
D1 @k R of rank < 8 and assume that these Cayley-Dickson doublings 
Cay(Do @k R,Po, NO), Cay(Di @k R, PI, NI) are not defined over k. Then 
Cay(Do @k R, PO, NO) and Cay(& @k R, P1 , N1) are not isomorphic UdeSS 
Do g D, (Theorem 2.2). It remains to investigate when two Cayley-Dickson 
doublings of the same composition algebra DO @k R are isomorphic, if these 
Cayley-Dickson doublings are not defined over k. 
Let D(Q) := {,u E k” 1 @ % < p.. . . >} be the set of all elements represented 
by a quadratic form @ over k. 
Proposition 4.1. 
(a) Let k(fi) b e a splitting field of (a, b)k not isomorphic to k(h). Then 
Cay(k(J;;) 18 R, I, pL(cy)) and Cay(k(&) @ R, I, AL) are not isomorphic for 
all p, 7 E k” satisfying 1-1 $ q mod D(< 1, -c >k(&/;;)). 
(b) Let (c,d)k b e a d ivision algebra containing a splittingfield of (a, b)k but not 
k(A). and let N denote a norm on Q E P&((c, d)k @ R). Then Cay((c, d)k @ 
R, Q, PW and Cay((c, d), 63 R Q, vN) are not isomorphic for alI p, 77 E k” 
satisfying 1-1 $ 7 mod D(< -c, -d >>k(J;]). 
Proof. (a) Cay(k( JE) @ R, I, pL(cr)) z Cay(k( &) @ R, I, qL(c~)) implies 
< 1, -C >R e (-p)L(a) % < 1, -c >R @ (-q)L(cr) for the respective norms 
and so &.,(@(a)) = &.m(+.(o)), that is p(xl + x2fi) < 1, --c >k(Js;) N 
~(x, + x2&) < 1, -c >k(&i) in W(k(q’ii)), for a = xo + x1 t + xzy with xi E k, 
(w , -yz) # (O,O) by 1.7. 
Since < 1, -c >k(~) is anisotropic, this is equivalent to p < 1, -c >k(&) 2 
r/C 1,-c>k(&) which in turn is equivalent o I_” = 77 mod D(< 1, -c >k(,,@). 
(b) We may assume that k(J) c is a splitting field of (a, b)k, then fV := L(a) G? 
(-d)L(a) is a norm on Q with detL(a) = -c. Now Cay((c, d)k @ R, Q, ,nN) g 
Cay((c, d)k 18 R, Q, TN) implies again the isometry of the respective norms 
and therefore &,oo(p(L(~) @ L(-da))) = d2,x(~(L(~) gi L(-da))), that is 
I1((xl+x2+) <bc>k(,,Z) @ (-4(X1 + X?J;i) < 1, --(‘>k(&)) - V((Xl + X2&) 
< 1, -C >k(&, @ (-d)(xl +.X45) < 1, -c &(J;;,) in W(k(J;T)), for Q = X0+ 
x1 t + x2y with xi E kX, (x1, x2) # (0,O). Since < -c, -d >>k(&) is anisotropic by 
the above assumption, this is equivalent o p - 77 mod D(< -c, d >>kC\/;;)). Cl 
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Proposition 4.2. Let k(G), k(G) be splittingJields of (a, b)k not isomorphic to 
k(G), andde$ne D := Cay(k(fi) @ R,Z,, L(Q)), E := Cay(k(&) 63 R,Z,,L(y)) 
with L(a) a norm on I,, L(y) a norm on I,. Then Cay(D, d) ” Cay(E, s) implies 
(c. d)k @ R z (e, s)~ @ R, for all d, s E k” such that (c, d),,&,, and (e, s)~(G~ are 
division algebras. 
Proof. The octonion algebra Cay(D, d) g Cay(E, s) is not defined over k by 
Proposition 3.6 and contains (~,d)~ @ R and (e,s)k @ R as composition sub- 
algebras (Theorem 3.7). By Theorem 2.2 it follows that (c, d)k @ R z% (e, sjk @ R. 
We can easily show that (c, d)k @ R s (e, s)~ 8 R implies (c, d),(&, 2 (e, s)~(~;) 
for any two division algebras (c, d)k, (e. s)~ which each contain a splitting field 
of (a3 b)k but not k(fi). 
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